This research deals with the comparative study of distributed system and client/server computer system, placing a special emphasis is on security system. The researches describe the data security in these systems by describing them; examine their issues, challenges and presenting the adequate solutions. We have selected four type of distributed system and included a report on the basis of authorization, authentication, encryption, access control.
INTRODUCTION
When there are some systems works in the collaborative manner with other system for the purpose of communicating each other for, processing data transfer, data storage etc. these systems may be scattered by distance it is commonly known as a distributed system. Researchers defined different definitions for the distributed system Colourise et al., have defined a distributed system as "a system where the hardware and software components have been installed in geographically dispersed computers that coordinate and collaborate their actions by passing messages between them [1] etc. According to these definitions given by researchers a distributed system have been built with the objective of attaining the following.
• Transparency • Openness • Reliability • Performance • Scalability To achieve these main objectives of distributed system attention must be pay on a fundamental requirement of system i.e. security at every stage of designing, implementation, operation and management by the user [2] .
As every organization is concerned about protecting their data against intruders so security has become more complicated for the organization. For protecting their data and information against intruders organizations set up a security system which involves the identification of risks, sufficient security for organization and security awareness. In this paper, we presented the implementation of security over different type of distributed systems.
Classification of Distributed System
For our research work we have taken the four types of distributed system as follows and present a security model of mentioned distributed system.
• Cluster Computing.
• Grid Computing.
• Distributed Storage Systems.
• Distributed databases.
Cluster Computing
A cluster is known as when different computers are grouped together to form a set in such a manner that they can form a pool of resources. When any task is assigned to the cluster it would be run on all the system in the set by parallel fashion. In the cluster computing the whole task is broke in smaller tasks. Then these outputs from different machines would be combined to form the final result [3] . It helps organization to increase the computing power by availing the best part of technology. These clusters are used to run engineering and industrial applications which requires high throughput processing [4] . The architecture of cluster computing is as shown below. 
Grid Computing
When a large number of small computers are brought together to form a type of virtual supercomputer. This type of computing system is known as the grid computing system. The benefit for this virtual super is that it can perform the tasks which may be large for small computers. The virtual super computer can perform these tasks in a reasonable time. Grid is defined as a parallel and distributed system that is capable of selecting, sharing, and aggregating geographically distributed resources dynamically at runtime based on their availability, capability, performance, and cost meeting the users' Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [5] . Figure 2 shows Grid System distributed across heterogeneous computing platforms which is used to perform some intensive scientific, mathematical and academic problems through the computing process.
Fig. 2 Grid Computing System

Distributed Storage System
The distributed storage systems were designed to protect data across multiple devices in that case if disk failure through redundant storage. It makes data available closer to the user in distributed system [6] . The types of distributed storage system are Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID), Centralized RAID, Network Attached Storage (NAS) and Storage Area Network (SAN). In all above SAN and NAS are the popular distributed storage techniques. Fig 3 shows the typical arrangement of distributed storage system. 
Distributed Database System
In the distributed database system user collect independent database systems across different computers and store this data collaboratively in a manner that user can access data from anywhere as it is stored locally [7] . Fig 4 shows the arrangement of distributed database system. 
SECURITY IN DISTRIBUTED SYATEM
As data is distributed across different networks by the distributed systems so security becomes the most important issues in these systems. Data is distributed via public networks so the data and other resources like storage devices, processors etc can also be attacked by hackers. Researchers define different security aspects for these systems. As for the computing clusters Li and Vaughn proposed security vulnerabilities of computing clusters using exploitation graphs (e-graphs). They have modelled several attacks that can be carried on all three pillars of security namely, confidentiality, integrity and availability. They have shown that e-graphs can be simplified based on domain knowledge such as cluster configurations, detected vulnerabilities, etc. they further state that this technique could be used for certification of clusters with the help of a knowledge base of cluster vulnerabilities [8] . For grid computing the security is based on public key infrastructure (PKI). Kerberos password etc [9] . Hasan et al., introduced threat model named CIAA threat model. This model addresses all the security issues related to distributed storage system namely Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and Authentication [10] . For the security purpose of distributed database systems Zubi designed a model which improved the scalability, accessibility and flexibility while accessing various types of data. He has worked with access control, confidentiality, reliability, integrity and recovery to manage the security of a distributed database system [11] .
SECURITY COMPONENTS IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM
There are four main security components of distributed system: security authentication, authorization, access control and encryption. Basically authentication provides a service like password which works with the authentication server for linking with the network. Authorization examines the identity of client and server over the network by the software servers. In the distributed system the access control is done by the matrices, access lists, capabilities lists which define access authorization to the computer resources for the user. Also in distributed system the encryption is done by the algorithms like RSA, PGP, DES based on public and private key [12] . Volume 1-No.4, February 2012 -www.ijais.org   13 
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PROPOSED MODEL FOR DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM SECURITY
Based on these security components discussed above we have propose some security models for distributed system. In our work we have presented the security model based on access control which operates on local area network environment. Proposed model aims to the many work stations and the users at different locations it supplies passwords for authorization and authentication to users and station of different networks. Our model is basically suitable for the systems where a large number of transactions like updating and modification is done in a time. For an example a railway reservation systems in which there are many transactions and queries like reservation and cancellation, modification and updating of seats. The clerk using these data system may face such problems like the accounts with foreign currency, securities etc.when a clerk will deal with one transaction for example allocation of seats all other transaction will be blocked and the chances of attacks on system may arise. So the model that we are presenting here is the solution of all such type of problems. The model encompasses the users of work stations and the transactions they carry out. Figure 5 describe the software architecture of the model which is based on client/server architecture. The software server works on each workstation as an independent application. In the presented model various clients will get the security services via the interface based on security. The main requirement is that this security interface must be incorporated in each application (client) There are some basic rules suggested for access the security in the system which is defines as below [13] .
• Users may operate from all stations, it is not necessary that their maximum authority exceed from the maximum authority granted by the station.
• For caring any transaction the station must have proper authorization. The rules define for accessing the security can be learned as the fig.6 
Fig.6. Basic characteristics for accessing security in distributed systems
The proposed model for implementing the security in the distributed system work on the three layers of communication.
First one is the communication layer which deals with the communication between client to client, responsible for the sending and receiving the data and information over the distributed system. Second layer is the talk layer which is responsible for identification and analysis of the message received and sent by all the clients in system. This layer also deals with the reply and release message for completion of transaction. Third and last layer known as the application layer which handles requests service regarding the user and handles requests for transaction services. Fig.6 describes the software architecture for access security in distributed system. 
CONCLUSION
In the work presented here different type of distributed systems has been discussed in terms of security. We have taken four type of distributed systems and the security issue faced by them also been discussed. We have proposed a model for accessing the security in the distributed systems based on client/server approach. The software architecture of model is based on the different layers and it gives the solution for all security components for distributed system like authentication, access control, encryption etc.
